Title: LOCK FOR THE PLUG OF A POWER CORD

Abstract: The lock for the plug of a power cord has a housing (20) in which the cord is retained. The top surface (24) of the container has a tapered oval shape. A closure (42) having a similar shape to the top surface of the container serves to close the container and has an aperture (45) allowing the egress of the power cord. The closure (42) is pivotally connected to the container by means of a hinge pin (32). The container (20) and closure (42) also has a pair of mating apertures allowing for the attachment of a locking mechanism.
LOCK FOR THE PLUG OF A POWER CORD

Field of the Invention

The invention is a device for securely locking the plug of a power cord to prevent the unauthorized use of the electrical device.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Many people have the need to prevent the unauthorized use of an electrically powered device, such as an appliance, computer or power tool. One simple way to prevent the unauthorized use of a device, regardless of the nature of the device, is to prevent the plug from being inserted into an outlet. If the device cannot be connected to an outlet, the device cannot be used and the user has easily and simply prevented the unauthorized use of the device. Some reasons that people feel the need to prevent the use of an electrical device include computers having sensitive data or wishing to prevent others, particularly minors, from accessing the Internet. Also, a device preventing the unauthorized use of a power tool is a safety measure, if small children would be tempted to use the tools when they are not qualified to do so. Also, such a device can prevent the use of a television or VCR if parents do not want their children to use these appliances.

The prior art discloses several devices which lock the plug of a power cord within a container. Once locked, the plug cannot be inserted into an outlet, and the prevention of the unauthorized use of the device is accomplished. One such device is disclosed in U.S. Patent 2,955,272 (Gallardo). Gallardo discloses a container 12 having a bottom wall 14 and a top closure 18. An aperture 38 allows the egress of the power cord from the container. A lock 24 attached to the underside of the
top closure secures the container and prevents the removal of the plug.

Another such prior art device is disclosed by Brackett, Jr., U.S. Patent 4,679,873. Brackett, Jr. discloses an electrical plug lock having a container 16 with a bottom wall 34. A top closure 22 has an aperture 20 allowing for the egress of a power cord 12. The closure has an extension 14 extending the length of the cylindrical housing 16 and extending through aperture 36 in the bottom wall 34. A padlock extends through aperture 26 in the closure member 14 and prevents the removal of the closure. In this manner, the plug is secured within the cylindrical housing 16.

It is an object of the invention to provide a lock for a plug that is small and easy to use.

It is another object of the invention to provide a lock for a plug that is inexpensive to manufacture.

It is yet another object of the invention to provide a lock having a closure that is easy to manipulate between the open and closed positions.

It is another object of the invention to provide a lock for a plug that can be stored on the power cord when not in use.

It is still another object of the invention to provide a lock for a plug that securely retains a plug within a container.

These and other objects of the invention will be apparent to one of ordinary skill in the art after reviewing the description of the invention that follows.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The lock for the plug of a power cord has a housing retaining the power cord. The top surface of the container has a tapered oval shape. A closure having a similar shape to the top surface of the container serves to close the container and has an aperture allowing the egress of the power cord. The closure is pivotally connected to the container by means of a hinge pin. The container and closure also has a pair of mating apertures allowing for the attachment of a locking mechanism.

The container can be cylindrical and the top of the container is provided with a pair of diametrically opposed flanges. One of the flanges holds the hinge pin, while the other has an aperture for the lock. It is possible that the bottom of the container has a similar closure. If top and bottom closures are used, the container could have a cross-sectional shape similar to the shape of the two closures. This would obviate the need for flanges but allows for the hinge pins and lock to extend between the two closures and be hidden within the container. Not only is this aesthetically pleasing, but it prevents tampering with the hinge pin or locking mechanism.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

A description of the invention will be made with reference to the drawings of which:

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of the device;
FIG. 2 is a side view of the device of Figure 1;
FIG. 3 is a bottom view of the device of Figure 1;
FIG. 4 is a cross-sectional view along lines 4-4 of FIG. 2 showing a plug in phantom;
FIG. 5 is an exploded perspective view of a second embodiment of the invention;
FIG. 6 is a side view of the second embodiment;
FIG. 7 is a top view of the embodiment of FIG. 5; and
FIG. 8 is a cross-sectional view along lines 8-8 of FIG. 6.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Fig. 1 shows a perspective view of the plug lock 10. The plug lock has a container 20 for retaining or storing a plug of a power cord. At the top end of the container portion is a first flange 24 and a second flange 28. The two flanges are diametrically opposed. Each flange has side edges which are tangent to the container 20 and have rounded ends.

As can be seen in Fig. 2, the closure 42 is attached to the container by a hinge pin 32. The hinge pin 32 extends through the first flange 24. A head on each end of the hinge pin retains it in place. An aperture 45 extends to the perimeter of the closure 42 and allows the power cord to extend out of the container when the plug is stored within the container.

Fig. 3 is a top view of the device and the closure can be readily seen. The closure 42 has a central portion which is circular and is the same size and shape of the container 20. It is this section that overlies and closes the container. A pair of flanges extend from the central portion and have edges that are tangent to the circular central portion. Each of the flanges has a rounded end. This shape is identical in size and shape to the top of the container 20 and is referred to as a tapered oval.

A view of the device storing a plug is seen in the cross-sectional view of Fig. 4. In Fig. 4, the container 20 is closed by the closure 42. A plug, shown in phantom, is stored within the container 20. A cord extends out of the container 20 by extending through the aperture 45. The cord is placed within the aperture 45 by moving it from the perimeter of the closure into the aperture 45.

An alternative embodiment is depicted in Fig. 5. The plug lock 110 has a container 120 having a central hole 122, a hinge pin hole 124 and a lock hole 126. As can be seen, the
cross-sectional shape of the container is substantially identical to the shape of each of the top closure 142 and bottom closure 152. A hinge pin 132 extends through the top closure 142, bottom closure 152 and through the hinge pin hole 124. The hinge pin 132 has a pair of heads to retain the hinge pin in place. The hinge pin allows the pivoting motion of both closures. The top closure 142 has an aperture 145, and the bottom closure 152 has an aperture 155. A lock 170 retains the closures in their closed position. The lock 170 has a head 172 bearing against the bottom closure 152 and a shaft 174 extending through the bottom closure, the lock hole 126 and the top closure 142. The shaft 174 is provided with a plurality of notches 175. A barrel lock 178 attaches to and locks onto the shaft 174.

Fig. 6 shows a side view of the device. This view shows how the hinge pin and lock are not seen. As they extend through the container 120, they are hidden from view. This results in both a more aesthetically pleasing device and prevents tampering with the hinge pin 132 or lock 170. If the hinge pin or lock were tampered with by cutting or otherwise removing it from being retained to the closures and retainer, the device could be defeated. In this occurrence, the closures could be opened with removal of either the hinge pin or lock.

A top view of the device is depicted in Fig. 7. From the top view the hinge 132 and lock aperture can be seen in the top closure 122. The top view of the device is similar to the top view of the first embodiment.

Reference to Fig. 8 shows the use of the device. The cross-sectional view shows the container 120 with the passage of a power cord therethrough. This figure depicts the storage of the device on the power cord. The power cord extends through the bottom aperture 155, extends through the container 120 and then
through the aperture 145. In the storage device, the plug can still be used by insertion into an outlet. This allows the convenient storage of the device when not in use. When in use, the closure can be opened, the plug can be placed within the container 120 and the closures locked in the closed position. The added benefit of the top and bottom closure each having an aperture for the passage of a power cord allows the device to be stored in a convenient location by simply allowing the passage of the power cord through the device and storing the device proximate the plug that will be retained to prevent unauthorized use.

While the device has been described with reference to preferred embodiments, many variations and modifications would be obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art without departing from the spirit of the invention. Such modifications and variations are within the scope of the invention that is defined by the appended claims.
WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A lock for a plug of a power cord, comprising
   a container for storing said plug, said container body
   having at least one side wall, a top and a bottom end, said top
   end defining an opening,
   a flange extending from said container proximate said
   top end, said flange having an aperture,
   a top closure for closing said top end, said top
   closure having a first flange, said first flange having an
   aperture in registry with said aperture in said container first
   flange,
   a hinge pin extending through said aperture in said
   closure flange and said aperture in said container flange to
   allow relative pivoting movement between said container and said
   top closure,
   an aperture in said top closure for allowing the egress
   of said power cord, said aperture extending to the perimeter of
   said top closure.

2. The lock of claim 1, further comprising
   a locking structure for locking the top closure to said
   container to prevent relative motion.

3. The lock of claim 2, wherein
   said locking structure comprises
   a second flange extending from said container,
   said container second flange having an aperture,
   a second flange extending from said closure, said
   closure second flange having an aperture,
said aperture in said container second flange in registry with said aperture in said closure second flange for allowing the passage of a locking mechanism.

4. The lock of claim 3, wherein
   said locking mechanism is a padlock.

5. The lock of claim 3, wherein
   said second flange on said closure is diametrically opposed to said first flange on said closure.

6. The lock of claim 1, wherein
   said top closure has a tapered oval shape.

7. A lock for a plug of a power cord, comprising
   a container for storing said plug, said container having a first central aperture, for storing said plug, a second aperture for holding a hinge pin and a third aperture for holding a locking mechanism,
   a top closure, said top closure covering the top of said first aperture and having a fourth aperture in registry with said second aperture and a fifth aperture in registry with said third aperture,
   said top closure having an egress aperture for allowing the passage of said power cord, said egress aperture extending to the perimeter of said top closure,
   a hinge pin extending through said second and fourth aperture.

8. The lock of claim 7, further comprising
a bottom closure, said bottom closure covering the bottom of said first central aperture, said bottom closure having a sixth aperture in registry with said second aperture and a seventh aperture in registry with said third aperture,
a top closure, said top closure covering the top of said first central aperture, said top closure having a sixth aperture in registry with said second aperture and a seventh aperture in registry with said third aperture,
said hinge pin extending through said sixth aperture.

9. The lock of claim 8, further comprising
a locking mechanism extending through said third aperture, said fifth aperture and said seventh aperture.

10. The lock of claim 8, wherein
said top closure and said bottom closure have a tapered oval shape.

11. A lock for a plug of a power cord, comprising
a container for storing said plug, said container having at least one sidewall, a top surface and a bottom surface,
a top closure, said top closure having a shape substantially similar to the shape of a said container top surface,
said top closure having an aperture for allowing the egress of said power cord, said aperture extending to the perimeter of said top closure,
a hinge pin extending through said top closure and through said container top surface,
a locking structure for locking said top closure to said container.
12. The lock of claim 11, wherein

    said locking structure comprises an aperture in said
top closure, an aperture in said container top surface and a
locking mechanism extending through both apertures to prevent
relative motion between said container and said top closure.

13. The lock of claim 11, wherein

    said top closure and said container top surface have
a tapered oval shape.

14. The lock of claim 11, further comprising

    a bottom closure, said bottom closure having a shape
substantially similar to the shape of a said container bottom
surface,

    said bottom closure having an aperture for allowing the
egress of said power cord, said aperture extending to the
perimeter of said bottom closure,

    said hinge pin extending through said bottom closure
and through said container bottom surface.
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